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ABSTRACT
We explore an alternative approach to spam based on economic rather than technological or regulatory screening mechanisms. We employ a model of email value which supports two intuitive notions: 1) mechanisms designed to promote valuable communication can often outperform those
designed merely to block wasteful communication, and 2)
designers of such mechanisms should shift focus away from
the information in the message to the information known to
the sender. We then use principles of information asymmetry to cause people who knowingly misuse communication
to incur higher costs than those who do not. In certain
cases, though not all, we can show this approach leaves recipients better off than even an idealized or “perfect” filter
that costs nothing and makes no mistakes. Our mechanism
also accounts for individual differences in opportunity costs,
and allows for bi-directional wealth transfers while facilitating both sender signaling and recipient screening. 1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.4 [Computers and Society]: Electronic Commerce—
Distributed commercial Transactions, payment schemes; K.4.2
[Computers and Society]: Social Issues—Abuse and Crime
involving computers

General Terms
Economics
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Due to its low cost, speed, and freedom from geographical constraints, email has become a ubiquitous and arguably
essential means of communication. Unfortunately, the same
properties that make it so useful, combined with its openness and trusting design, enable unscrupulous marketers to
broadcast email to untargeted audiences. The result is unnecessary and unwarranted costs for recipients.
Recent estimates indicate more than 60% of email is now
spam, the volume of spam is growing rapidly, and worldwide
costs exceed $20 billion annually[12]. The enormous quantity of unwanted communications has reduced the signal-tonoise ratio of email to such an extent that it has become an
issue of national importance.
Legislative and technological solutions continue to be the
primary means pursued to stop or limit spam. No fewer than
eight bills2 have been introduced into Congress over the last
several years, and President Bush signed the CAN-SPAM
Act into law in December, 2003. More than half the states
[18] have enacted laws to regulate email. Concurrently, the
technology industry is mobilizing to provide products and
services intended to give back some measure of control to
mailbox owners. In 2002, at least $54.4 million was invested
in anti-spam startups, up 65% from the previous year [14].
Using principles of information economics, we develop an
alternative to the popular mechanisms for filtering and banning communications as well as to challenge-response systems which verify sender identity. Based on a very simple
model, we show that use of the right mechanism - one that
facilitates communication rather than blocks it or bans it can improve social welfare.
Our mechanism encourages selective targeting of messages,
has dynamically adjusting prices (accounting for a recipient’s value of time), depends on ex post verification – not
ex ante classification – of content so that deceitful subject
lines do not matter, transfers wealth directly to recipients
and so requires neither rebate mechanisms nor government
oversight, and it is incentive compatible. Recipients have
reason to adopt it, not only to manage their incoming messages, but to receive wealth from those who would ask for
their attention. Last, the mechanism is bi-directional, allowing both signaling and screening.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 references existing literature while critically examin2
Criminal Spam Act of 2003 (S.1293), SPAM Act (S.1231),
REDUCE Spam Act of 2003 (S.1327), Wireless Telephone
Spam Protection Act (H.R.122), Reduction in Distribution
of Spam Act of 2003 (H.R. 2214), CAN-SPAM Act of 2003
(S.877), Anti-Spam Act of 2003 (H.R. 2515), Computer
Owners’ Bill of Rights (S.563)

ing several proposed solutions to the problem of spam. Section 3 graphically illustrates the effects of different policies
on social welfare and offers intuition into why facilitating
exchange can help recipients and senders more than blocking certain kinds of communication. It also introduces the
use of “Attention Bonds” as an alternative screening mechanism. Section 4 then develops a formal model and compares
results from use of the attention bond to those of a perfect
filter. Section 5 relaxes certain assumptions and generalizes
key results. It shows that signaling high value communication is also possible. Caveats and adoption issues appear in
Section 6. Broader social implications are briefly examined
in Section 7. Section 8 concludes.

2.

EXISTING AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

The popular approaches to managing spam fall roughly
into two categories, technological and regulatory. Following
a review of these, we review work in the area of applying
market mechanisms.

2.1

Technological Solutions

Popular technological approaches include challenge-response,
rule-based filters, Bayesian filters, and community classification.
Challenge-response systems initially block or hold email
from unknown senders. The senders are notified of the block,
then required to prove they are human by taking a “quasiTuring test”. If they pass, the email is delivered (Mailblocks3 ).
Rule-based filters (some updated live, like those from Brightmail4 ), apply pattern matching rules to content or email
headers. Similarly, Bayesian filters [11] use Bayesian networks, which can be trained over time with user feedback.
Community classification technology facilitates the harvest of human classification efforts across a large community
(Cloudmark5 , Razor6 ). These systems block an email from
further delivery if enough people identify it as spam.
The more complete solutions use a combination of technologies, but each of these above approaches have certain
problems. For example, filters result in false positives and
false negatives, and these failures can be time consuming for
recipients and legitimate senders. Quasi-Turing tests lock
out potentially useful and low-cost automated correspondence, such as account updates from online retailers and
banks. Shared filters and human classification techniques
result in a consensus definition of spam, cutting out potentially useful exchanges (one person’s garbage is another’s
gold; your neighbors end up deciding what you read).
A different, though promising approach is to incorporate
the use of strong identities using digital signatures [20]. This
allows authentication of unrecognized senders and explicit
granting of permission for email transactions. Authentication has the advantage that it prevents “spoofing,” deliberate misuse of a third party identity to gain access, and it
will inevitably become part of any realistic solution (including the one we propose in this paper).
However, there are a few difficulties with strong authentication alone. The first is that the ease of obtaining new iden3
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tities, however verifiable, makes it possible to start over each
time the reputation capital of any given identity is spent beyond repair. Friedman and Resnick [9] show that newcomers
will inevitably need to “pay their dues” in any open society (one that does not charge per access) that has low cost
identities.
Related to the first problem, and in contrast with other
forms of transaction where messages are used for negotiation
purposes only, it is communication itself that is the subject
of negotiation. If a recipient blocks email from all verifiable
but unknown senders, email alone cannot be used to initiate valuable relationships of exchange, defeating one of its
primary uses. Should the recipient use a different policy,
for instance, one that lets through at most one email from
each unknown sender, a spammer need merely generate a
new identity every time he sends to be able to continually
thwart the screen.
Unfortunately, no existing solution has been completely
effective and most devolve to a technological arms race. As
long as marginal costs of sending remain low, a spammer
can simply send variation after variation to thwart a filter,
eating up bandwidth along the way.

2.2

Regulatory Solutions

The intent of the legal approaches is to regulate email
communications. Various laws have been proposed to tax
spam, force identification tags or labeling, create do-notspam lists, and impose criminal charges on behavior outside
prescribed guidelines. Eight states have passed anti-spam
laws, including recent laws in California and Virginia which
legalized substantial fines.
The CAN-SPAM law, recently passed, overrides the state
laws, in effect, weakening them. Although a detailed analysis of CAN-SPAM is outside the scope of this paper, the
national law strategy may fail for several reasons: a high
cost of enforcement, a lack of incentive compatibility, issues of jurisdiction (spammers are already overseas), and
a nebulous definition of what constitutes spam. From an
economic perspective, a legal consensus definition has the
same outcome as the harvested human classification technologies: the one-size-fits-all approach has the potential to
halt fruitful mutually-desired exchange.
Those involved are well aware of these issues. Timothy
Muris, chairman of the FTC, made the following comment
regarding the proposal to create a national do not email registry: “If such a list were established, I’d advise customers
not to waste their time and effort. Most spam is already
so clearly illegitimate that the senders are no more likely to
comply with new regulations than with the laws they now
ignore.” [8]

2.3

Market Solutions

A few articles have explored market-based mechanisms
for allocating receiver attention [15, 6, 21]. Such mechanisms include stamps, surcharges on communication, and
auctions. These are promising in that they shift the burden
of screening from recipients to senders who know more about
message content. One such proposal, focusing on sender surcharges, benefits most recipients and all senders by forcing
them to collectively stop over-exploiting receiver attention
[21]. Senders always benefit if either surcharges are rebated
to the community, or more accurate recipient profiling allows senders to target more selectively. Shortcomings of

focusing on senders include voluntary participation in surcharge mechanisms and also the ability to lie about content
ex ante in order to elevate interest.
An experimental investigation of pricing recipient attention via email postage found that charging does cause senders
to be more selective and to send fewer messages [15]. In particular, variable rate usage charges reduced communication
more than flat rate access charges. Interestingly, recipients
did not see postage as a signal of value and the authors conclude that such systems show great promise but “need more
work (p. 206).”
One well-designed mechanism is outlined by Fahlman in
[6] and more casually in [3]. The main observation is that
communications media, such as email, telephone and instant
messaging, allow one person to interrupt another and obtain
their attention. Fahlman proposes giving recipients (or the
target party of a communication) the ability to sell ‘interrupt
rights’ to senders. Strangers must make a binding offer for
the privilege of diverting a recipient’s attention; they agree
to pay an ‘interrupt fee’.

3.

AN ECONOMIC APPROACH

We extend early proposals in several ways. First, we introduce a formal model that allows incentive analysis and
welfare comparisons across proposals, including the ability to explore different recipient policies regarding interruptions. Second, we extend the mechanism to make it bidirectional, that is, we allow welfare transfers in both directions, which further enhances the creation of markets for
attention. By permitting screening and signaling, recipient
choice or sender choice can help designate high value messages. Third, we compare this not just to the baseline case
of no intervention, but to a ‘perfect’ filter, which we define
as a filter that is costless to operate and makes no mistakes
(no false positives or false negatives). Although no such filter exists, we use this as a proxy for any kind of filtering
or banning technology. We then show that situations exist where an economic solution creates greater welfare and
remains incentive compatible.

3.1

Key Intuition

The pure technological and regulatory approaches limit
unwanted communications by blocking or banning them.
This goes against a classic principle of economics:
In terms of individual and aggregate social welfare, a system that facilitates valuable exchange
and side payments will generally dominate a system that grants only unilateral veto power to either party.
The improvement in exchange follows from mechanism design and the principles of information asymmetry. Our primary assumption is that the person who composes a message
knows more about its content than a person who has not
yet read it. This private information favors the sender, and
standard mechanisms exist for screening out informed parties that would take advantage of uninformed parties. These
include reputations and warranties. We therefore propose a
screening mechanism that allows recipients to discriminate
between classes of high and low quality senders or conversely
a signaling mechanism that allows high quality senders to
rise above the noise.

3.2

Attention Bond Mechanism

In the case of any sender who has a prior relationship with
a recipient, reputation systems work well. Such persons can
simply be “whitelisted” and their messages passed through
unchallenged. These lists could also be created for recipient inboxes based on the recipients own outbox or through
“letters of introduction” based on the CC: field of known
contacts.
In the case of strangers, the warranty mechanism is more
suitable. Analogous to a standard bond mechanism, delivering email to an inbox requires an unknown sender to place
a small pledge into escrow with a third party. In the case of
screening, recipients determine the size of this bond, which
they can dynamically adjust to their opportunity costs. The
email is delivered only after the recipient receives suitable
confirmation that the bond has been posted. When the recipient opens the email, she may act solely at her discretion
to seize the pledge. Taking no action releases the escrow
after a period of time.
If a recipient expects further communication with a particular sender and wishes to remove the bond requirement,
they can add the sender to the whitelist, whereupon messages from the sender will pass through the screen unencumbered. The idea is simply to cause those who would misuse
communication to signal their intention by their willingness
to incur risk. Senders of valuable communications bare little
exposure.

3.3

Model

Intuition follows from a graphic representation of sender
and recipient gains (or losses) due to acts of communication. For simplicity, let there be arbitrary maximum and
minimum values V̄ and V to a message, which are positive
(V̄ > 0) and negative (V¯≤ 0) respectively. These represent
¯ welcome and unwelcome commuthe range of value from
nication. To distinguish senders from receivers, subscript
these by s and r. Introducing marginal cost cs of composing and sending a message, cost cr of reading and disposing
of a message, and then juxtaposing the distributions on a
single plot gives Figure 1.
Under sender choice, messages will not be sent when the
sender’s value is negative. This eliminates messages to the
left of cs . Increasing sender costs, for example by taxing
senders, provides one means of curtailing low sender value
messages, and would be reflected in Figure 1 by moving cs
to the right.
Importantly, however, the total value of communicating is
the sum of sender and receiver value. Total surplus increases
in the positive direction on both the s and R axes, in the region northeast of the welfare line W . Assuming that a filter
stops all messages for which the value does not justify the
cost of reading, the filter would eliminate messages south of
cr . Relative to the no-intervention case, this reduces recipient losses. It also, however, eliminates a region of positive
social surplus.
The triangular region below cr but above W represents
possible gains from trade. Within this region, unrecognized
but legitimate marketing organizations, political campaigns,
charities, persons seeking interviews, and remote contacts of
one’s social network might offer value in return for a recipient’s attention. In economic terms, recapturing and dividing
this surplus represents an opportunity for both parties.
In general, it will not be possible to recover this area per-

fectly. First, a recipient cannot know the value of a message
from an unknown sender before seeing it. Second, realized
value to senders and receivers can be private information,
implying that the amount of surplus is unknown and subject to misrepresentation. Third, negotiating an acceptable
division of surplus is complicated by the difficulty that the
act of communication is itself the subject of the negotiation. A mechanism to substantially reclaim a measure of
this surplus represents the bulk of this paper.
For comparison, Figure 2 illustrates social welfare effects
of several proposed solutions explored in the previous section. Figure 2-a shows the effects of a levied tax in the form
of fees, computation 7 , challenge-response test-taking effort,
or time. This shows that a tax eliminates many wasteful
messages but also cuts certain messages that are low value
to senders and high value to recipients. It has no effect
on messages that are of high value to senders but waste to
recipients.
Figure 2-b shows the effects of bans, labeling, and “donot-call” lists. Senders governed by relevant law are either
enjoined or suitably filtered, reducing recipient waste while
senders outside a given jurisdiction are unaffected.
¿From a recipient’s perspective, Figure 2-c represents the
more promising alternative of filters including, rule-based,
community-based, and Bayesian forms. Better filters learn
recipient preferences and eliminate unwanted messages while
suffering from fewer false positives (screening out wanted
messages) and false negatives (unwanted get through). Typically, however, all three systems focus on averting unwanted
communication while overlooking the question of promoting
valuable exchange.

3.4

Screening Mechanism

Standard solutions to information asymmetry problems,
where one party has information the other does not, include
reputations [17], sunk costs of signaling [19], and bonding
or warranties [2]. In the context of communication from
unknown senders, the absence of established reputation is
a primary obstacle in dealing with spam. Pseudonymous
sending is itself the problem. Sunk costs, in turn, are expensive and preferably avoided as socially inefficient. Thus
we focus on bonding or warranties as an effective screen.
We also focus on the potential for a valuable relationship
with a given sender as distinct from the potential for a specific valuable message. This avoids the considerable technical difficulty of classifying a particular message ex ante and
instead relies on ex post verifiability of a sender’s type.
Figure 3 shows the effects of filtering and attention bonds
on two different email value distributions (modeled in later
sections). Frame a shows the baseline case with valuable
V and wasteful W distributions. For the baseline, email to
the right of cs is sent, and regions contributing to recipient
surplus are shaded grey. The second frame, b shows regions
of contribution to recipient surplus resulting from a perfect
filter, which has two effects relative to frame a. The first
effect is to reduce unwanted mail, eliminating messages below cr . The second effect is to increase sender costs, for if
η = 15 messages reach their destination then (1 − η) = 45
messages are filtered, and in order to reach the same audience a sender incurs new costs 5cs . Alternatively, welfare in
this region could simply be reduced by (1 − η).
7
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In the final frame, c, recipients use the ABM and choose
a bond size φ (an ’interrupt fee’). This shows sender costs
increasing by the expected forfeit rate pφ but, as we will
show, this rate differs for those sending valuable (pv ) and
those sending unwanted (pw ) email. Unlike a filter, senders
transfer surplus to recipients so that recipient surplus shifts
up by pφ, allowing interruptions to become valuable or at
least value neutral.

4.

FORMAL MODEL AND RESULTS

We now introduce a formal model, with which we attempt
to capture the value structure for email messages for both
sender and recipient. The model is based on the value of a
single message, the first communication from a stranger. We
limit our focus to this as for subsequent email, information
has already been revealed that can be used to whitelist the
sender or, conversely, increase size of the demanded bond.

4.1

Model

The value of an email to a sender, s, and the value of that
same email to the recipient, r, we assume lie within a range
of values. The maximum s is vs , minimum vs . Similarly, r
is bounded by vr and vr .
The probability of an email having value s to the sender
is given by the function FS (s, r). The probability of a given
r is FR (s, r). We assume FS (s, r) and FR (s, r) are continuous and uniform across their ranges of positive probability.
Doing so allows us to make the simplification of pulling a
1
1
constant k = vs −v
· vr −v
from under the integral of the
s
r
probability weighted sum of net payoff used to determine
sender and recipient surplus.
In addition to the distributions, there are marginal costs
for sending and receiving email, cs and cr , which were introduced in the previous section. Both the sender and the
recipient know their own costs.
For sender and recipient knowledge, we assume that the
sender always knows their own value s for a given email but
they do not know its value r to the recipient. The recipient
knows r, but only after receiving and reading the email at
cost cr . Finally, we assume that the sender will not send
an email when their expected net return is negative (when
s < cs ).
With these model parameters defined, we can determine
the sender surplus (SS0 ) and recipient surplus (RS0 ) for the
baseline case where no spam solution is employed. Formally,
this is
Z

vr

Z

vs

SS0 = k ·

s − cs ∂s∂r
vr

(1)

cs

Likewise, the total expected surplus to the recipient for this
email is
Z vr Z vs
r − cr ∂s∂r
(2)
RS0 = k ·
vr

4.1.1

cs

A Perfect Filter

To incorporate the perfect filter into the model, we consider its impact on recipient and sender surplus. Since the
perfect filter costlessly eliminates any email where r < cr
before the receiver receives it, the contribution to recipient
surplus for such email is zero. Should the sender still send,

r

vs
vr
Wanted
positive contribution to welfare

cr
Unsent

negative contribution to welfare

s

not sent (s < cs)

Unwanted
Unwanted

unwanted by recipient (r < cr)
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W+
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Figure 1: Distribution of Email Value
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their surplus is decreased by cs , and any value s they might
have gained from delivery is lost.
In addition, we expect senders to notice that a percentage
of their emails are no longer getting through. Senders may
endogenously correct this to reach the same number of recipients as before and endure a scaled increase in costs. Let
η be the percentage of emails that get through the filter. If
initially senders did not send messages of value s < cs , with
application of the perfect filter they will not send messages
with values s < cηs .
Given these additions to the model, the total expected
sender surplus for the perfect filter will be
Z cr Z vs
Z vr Z vs
s − cs ∂s∂r − k ·
cs ∂s∂r (3)
SSP F = k ·
cr

cs
η

vr

cs
η

4.2
4.2.1

Results
Single Distribution

We start with results where the sender and recipient draw
from a single distribution, and this will form the basis of
later analysis. First, we must calculate what bond the recipient should charge to receive the optimal payoff.
Lemma 1. The optimal bond φ+ that a recipient can choose
is

ţ
ţ
űű
vr + vr
1
(vs − cs ) −
− cr
2p
2
Proof. Given our assumption of uniform value distributions, we integrate Equation 6, which yields
φ+ =

vs − cs − pφ
vs − vs

Likewise, the total expected recipient surplus will be
Z

vr

RSP F = k ·
cr

Z

vs
cs
η

r − cr ∂s∂r

(4)

The second term in Equation 3 represents the sender losses
due to emails that are sent and subsequently filtered before
receipt. These losses, in effect, are what drive up the value
of threshold marginal cost cηs . However, for simplicity, we
will ignore this term for later results (doing so favors the
perfect filter).
If senders do not correct for the filtering of messages, a
static interpretation for recipient surplus is
Z vr Z vs
0
RSP F = k ·
r − cr ∂s∂r
cr

cs

where surplus is due to the fraction of messages reach their
destination.
The formulation in Equation 4 allows spammers to adjust
their behavior and so will be used for analysis. The static
analysis could be used with results that are qualitatively unchanged. Note that as cs → 0, the endogenous formulation
shows no effect on sender costs, favoring the perfect filtering
case.

Attention Bond Mechanism

The Attention Bond Mechanism (ABM) is represented by
two parameters: a bond value φ and probability of seizing
the bond p. The bond value φ is chosen ex ante and will
be a constant in the model. Probability p is a proxy for
the recipient’s “policy”, or their decision process to seize a
bond based upon factors such as the value received from
communication. Policy together with the bond, p · φ, is the
expected benefit to the recipient and the extra cost of the
bond mechanism to the sender. The cost increase for the
sender has the secondary effect of reducing the total emails
sent to those where s > cs + pφ is true.
Putting all of this together, we find that the sender’s total
expected surplus is
Z vr Z vs
SSφ,p = k ·
s − cs − pφ ∂s∂r
(5)
vr

cs +pφ

Likewise, the recipient’s total expected surplus is now
Z vr Z vs
RSφ,p = k ·
r − cr + pφ ∂s∂r
vr

cs +pφ

ű
(7)

This optimal bond is exactly one half of the total sender
surplus minus the average recipient surplus. This makes
sense, as it forces the sender to split her surplus with the
recipient. It is also inversely proportional to the probability
of collecting the bond. As a recipient collects the bond less
frequently, they need to increase the size of the bond to have
the same effect.
With the optimal bond from above, we can compare the
ABM to the baseline case and see if and when it is better.
Proposition 1. Given a recipient-chosen optimal bond
φ+ and a corresponding p, the recipient surplus with the ABM
is always at least that of the baseline case or
RSφ+ ,p ≥ RS0
To prove this, we first set up the equations:
Z vr Z vs
Z vr Z vs
r − cr + pφ+ ∂s∂r ≥ k·
k·
r − cr ∂s∂r
cs +pφ+

vr

cs

(8)
When evaluated, it turns out that this is always true.
This means that a recipient is always better off using the
Attention Bond Mechanism.
Next, we begin our comparisons with a perfect filter. We
ask if the bond mechanism can actually do better than a
perfect technological filter.
Proposition 2. For certain distributions, using the ABM
with a recipient-chosen optimal bond creates greater recipient surplus than when using a perfect filter.
RSφ+ ,p > RSP F
Proof. We set up an inequality similar to Equation 8
using Equations 4, and 6. Then we incorporate Lemma 1
−cr
and use η = vvrr −v
and ask under what conditions, if any,
r
the inequality is true. It turns out to be true when
ą

(6)

vr + vr
− cr + pφ
2

Then we set the derivative of Equation 7 to zero and solve
for φ. By inspection of Equation 7, the second derivative is
−p2 , which is always negative. Therefore, this value for φ is
a maximum.

vr

4.1.2

ţ

vr − vr

ćş

ş
vs − cs +

vr +vr
2

− cr

ťť2

· (vr − cr ) (vr (vs − cs ) − vs · cr + vr · cs )

≥2

(9)

Proof. We begin with the setup
Z vr Z vs
k·
(r − cr + pφ? ) + (s − cs − pφ? ) ∂s∂r ≥

Equation 9 is not always true, but it is for some important
situations. In particular, this is true when the sender value
is fairly high and the recipient value is low or negative. (For
example, when vs > 2 · vr and vr ¿ 0, or in distribution W ,
from Figure 3.)

4.2.2

vr

cs +pφ?

Definition 1. The total social welfare contribution of an
email is the sum the recipient and sender surplus.

cr

To prove, we use Definition 1, with Equations 3, 4, 5, 6,
−cr
Lemma 1, and η = vvrr −v
then simplify the inequality. We
r
find that the ABM is superior when
ć
ą
(vr − cr ) vr − vr
4
≤
3
(vr (vs − cs ) − vs · cr + vr · cs )
ş
ť2
v +v
vs − cs + r 2 r − cr
ć
×ą 2
cr + vr 2 − cr vs + vr (−2cr − cs + vs ) + cs vr
(10)
Similarly to Equation 9, this is not always true, but it is in
certain common situations. For example, if the distribution
is the “Unwanted” box from Figure 1 (where most of the
recipient value is negative), or distribution W from Figure 3a then this equation will be true.
An alternative method of choosing the bond is to attempt
to maximize the social welfare that it produces.
Lemma 2. The social welfare maximizing bond size is
ţ
ű
1 vr + vr
φ? =
− cr
p
2
Proof. To prove, find Wφ,p using Definition 1 and Equations 5 and 6. Maximize with respect to φ.
Note that the result for φ? is proportional to the average
recipient surplus, but unrelated to sender surplus. The bond
essentially compensates the recipient for their inconvenience.
Now that we know the social welfare maximizing bond,
we can ask if and when this bond produces greater social
welfare than the perfect filter.
Proposition 4. For certain distributions, the social welfare when using the ABM with a socially-optimal bond φ? is
greater than the social welfare when using a perfect filter
Wφ? ,p > WP F

vs
cs
η

(r − cr ) + (s − cs ) ∂s∂r
(11)

Filling in φ and η and solving, we find that this is true when

1≤

With Definition 1, we can compare the social welfare contribution with the Attention Bond Mechanism to that of the
perfect filter.

Wφ+ ,p > WP F

Z

?

W = RS + SS

Proposition 3. For certain value distributions, the total
social welfare with a recipient-chosen optimal bond is greater
that of a perfect filter.

vr

k·

Social Welfare

Now that we have looked at the effects of the Attention
Bond Mechanism for the recipient, the question remains “Is
this a good idea overall?” To answer this question, we must
calculate the total social welfare of the system.

Z

ą
ć
(vr − cr ) vr − vr
(vr (vs − cs ) − vs · cr + vr · cs )
ť2
ş
(12)
v +v
v s − cs + r 2 r − cr
ć
×ą 2
cr + vr 2 − cr vs + vr (−2cr − cs + vs ) + cs vr

Note that this is the same as Equation 10 from Proposition 3 with a different constant. Similar to Equation 10,
the inequality will be true if the distribution is similar to
“Unwanted” box from Figure 1, or the W distribution in
Figure 3.

5.

RELAXING ASSUMPTIONS

Now we consider two cases where certain assumptions in
the model are relaxed. First, we consider using this mechanism in reverse as a signal to senders. This allows people to
signal their interest in a given topic. Then, we explore the
consequences of placing email messages into multiple distributions. The results provide intuition for performance of the
Attention Bond Mechanism when one distribution is mostly
spam while another is mostly valuable (e.g. distributions V
and W ).

5.1

Signaling & Reverse Signaling

Up to this point, we have assumed the uninformed recipient chooses the size of φ. An alternative possibility is for
the informed sender to signal their interest in a potentially
valuable communication. If this is the case, the choice of
φ is no longer optimal from the recipient’s perspective but
merely chosen to avoid negative expected recipient surplus.
That is, a sender minimizes φ such that E[RSφ,p ] ≥ 0, where
E[RSφ,p ] is given by Equation 6.
ş
v +v

r
r
s −pφ)
Integration of Equation 6 yields (vsv−c
− cr + pφ
2
s −vs
n
o
vr +vr
for which the roots are pφ ∈ vs − cs , − 2 + cr . Thus
the expected signal is either the maximum surplus to the
sender or the expected value to the recipient, whichever is
less. Given that the distribution draws from unrecognized
v +v
senders, one might expect r 2 r − cr < 0 so that pledging
this amount raises the recipient’s expected value of communication from unknown persons to at least ≥ 0.
This analysis extends further to bilateral initiative. The
Attention Bond Mechanism permits reverse signaling to occur from a recipient who could solicit messages of high net
value to themselves but low net value to senders – messages that would otherwise have gone unsent. Such communication could involve high sender costs, high recipient
personalization, or sender reputation effects from poorly directed communication. Real life analogues include recipients

ť

who front the costs of expensive catalogues which are subsequently rebated on the first purchase, and credit applications from persons interested in tailored information based
on loan amounts and credit ratings. This leads to
Proposition 5. A reverse signaling mechanism strictly
increases recipient surplus and also total welfare.
Proof. Similar to the previous case, a recipient chosen
signal solves for the minimum φ such that E[SSφ,p ] ≥ 0,
where E[SSφ,p ] is given by:
Z vr Z cs
k·
s − cs + pφ ∂s∂r
cr +pφ

vs

ş
ť
v −c
(cr − vr + pφ) s 2 s + pφ
n
o
c −v
≥ 0 implying that pφ ∈ vr − cr , s 2 s . Assuming a
sender keeps the pledge p = 1, a recipient fronts an amount
equal to her own surplus or the sender’s average losses,
whichever is less. This leaves senders at least as well off
as under the perfect filter.
Integration yields

(vs −cs )
(vs −vs )(vr −vr )

cs −vs
,
2

For any region in which r >
new communications
take place with the Attention Bond Mechanism that never
occur with the perfect filter or the baseline case of no intervention. Total welfare strictly improves. In graphic terms,
this recaptures the region of uncaptured surplus in Figure 4.

5.2

Multiple Distributions

Up to this point, we have modeled a single email value distribution. Now we extend this model to handle multiple simultaneous distributions of sender and recipient values, and
create distributions sets i = 1 . . . n, Vs1 , . . . , Vsn , Vr1 , . . . , Vrn ,
combined as V 1 , . . . , V n , having bounds vs i , vs i , vr i , vr i and
therefore ki . We make the assumption that a sender knows
in which distribution an email they send belongs. A recipient does not know the source distribution of an email
ex ante, and while they do know the relative likelihood αi
of an email coming from a given distribution i, they can
only choose a single bond size φ for use across all of them.
After they have read an email, a recipient is assumed to
know its distribution and can use different bond seize policies (p1 , . . . , pN ).
Putting this together, we see that a sender’s total average
surplus is
Z vr i Z vs i
N
X
SSφ,p1 ,...,pN =
αi k i ·
s − cs − pi φ ∂s∂r
i=1

vr i

cs +pi φ

(13)

Likewise, the total expected recipient surplus will be
Z vr i Z vs i
N
X
RSφ,p1 ,...,pN =
αi ki ·
r − cr + pi φ ∂s∂r
i=1

5.2.1

vr i

cs +pi φ

(14)

Choosing the Bond under Multiple Distributions

Now we revisit the policy in the case where there are
multiple distributions (Vs1 ,. . . ,VsN ). Again we assume that
the sender knows which distribution they are drawing from.
Also, each sender distribution has a corresponding recipient
distribution (Vr1 , . . . , VrN ). Finally, the recipient can only
set one bond amount φ for all distributions (since it has to

be set ex ante), but can collect with different policies for
each distribution (p1 , . . . , pN ).
Lemma 3. Given N distributions V 1 , . . . , V N , the recipientchosen optimal bond φ+ is
ş
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Each distribution V i has
P a relative contribution of αi to
the total surplus, where N
i=1 αi = 1. Therefore, the total
recipient surplus is
RSφ,p1 ,...,pN =

N
X

Z
αi k i ·

i=1

vr i

Z

vs i

r − cr + pi φ ∂s∂r
vr i

cs +pi φ

(15)
Evaluating this equation, taking the first derivative, setting equal to zero and solving for φ yields φ+
N.
Lemma 4. For any distribution V i , given a bond φ, the
optimal policy p+
i is
Ã
Ã
!!
vr i + vr i
1
i
+
pi =
v s − cs −
− cr
2φ
2
Proof. We take RSφ,p1 ,...,pN and calculate the first derivative with respect to pi . This is simple, as pi only appears
in one term, so the rest of the terms are irrelevant. Solving
this for pi yields the above equation for p+
i .
With the optimal policy and bond for any one distribution
(from Lemma 4), we can can compare expected seize costs
across multiple distributions. As one might suspect, the
greater the inconvenience to the recipient, the higher the
cost to the sender.
Proposition 6. Let one distribution of email value be V
(for ‘valuable’), and a second distribution be W (for ‘waste’).
When the average recipient surplus from email in V is sufficiently greater than that obtained from email in W , the
recipient-optimal imposed costs to the sender are higher for
the W distribution than for the V distribution. That is,
+
p+
w φ > pv φ

Filling in the values, it is easy to see that this is true when
Ã
Ã
!!
vr V + vr V
v s V − cs −
<
− cr
2
(16)
!!
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W
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vs − cs −
2
vs V − vs W <

vr V + vr V
vr W + vr W
−
2
2

(17)

It easy to see that if the upper end of the two distributions
is the same for the sender (vs V = vs W ), then this is true
whenever the average recipient value for V is greater than
that for W. For this to remain true when the sender distributions are different, then there there must be a proportional
difference in the average recipient values.

cs-φ

r

cr+φ
Sender
Compatible

cr

s

Uncaptured Surplus

Unwanted

Recaptured Surplus

cs

W+

Figure 4: Signaling

6.

CAVEATS

While we believe the use of Attention Bonds represents
the best approach to spam, we have several caveats. First,
the mechanism does not dominate the perfect filter with all
value distributions. It is particularly strong when the bulk
of the distribution is of negative value and there is significant
sender surplus to be transferred to the recipient, but it can
do harm for primarily desirable distributions.
Due to risk aversion with some senders, some email that
is potentially valuable to the recipient but of little perceived
value to the sender will not be sent. (In favor of attention bonds, a positive correlation between values will reduce
this loss.) Organizations often have sales or marketing related inquiry addresses, suggestion drop boxes (anonymous
tip lines), or may otherwise value inbound information to
a degree where creating any restriction or additional barrier for the sender is unacceptable. The ABM may not be
appropriate for these addresses.
While we do not specifically analyze transaction costs –
the bond exchange process is assumed to have negligible
costs – the model can easily accommodate them. Either
or both cr and cs can be increased by a multiplier ∆ > 1
in Equation 6. Alternatively, a constant cost or a function
of bond size can be split between sender and receiver in
some proportion. Either way the results are qualitatively
unchanged, but if transaction costs are non-zero, then additional fees reduce the size of the region where the attention
bond dominates the perfect filter.
There are significant, but not unsurmountable adoption
issues. For example, establishing an escrow account with
which to post a bond requires a sender to participate in
a sign-up procedure. Such a procedure will likely involve
a means of authorization and set up of a link to existing
financial networks. While the required effort can be minimized by incorporating escrow sign-up into existing sign-up
procedures (for an ISP for instance), it still poses a barrier.

6.1

Infrastructure

Although the building blocks exist already, the Attention
Bond Mechanism requires a significant infrastructure. A
suitable low cost means of exchanging and transferring the
bond will be needed. For the Attention Bond Mechanism
to take off, the transaction costs must be a fraction of those

of current direct mail. While it may be possible to achieve
such low overhead transactions, so far, such systems have
yet to become widely available. [10]
Figure 5 depicts a summary of the steps and parties involved in Attention Bond Mechanism. An important role is
played by a third party escrow agency, which aside from allowing the posting of bonds would need to support customer
interaction for account management and be integrated with
a financial network for funding escrow accounts. The other
steps in the process require suitable security and authentication technology appropriate protocols, and, for optimal
efficiency, existing email clients and servers will need to be
upgraded.
Aside from escrow agencies that handle accounts for end
users and corporate customers, an inter-escrow agency transfer network may need to be established, since, depending
upon how the infrastructure roll-out occurs, it is likely that
not all customers will sign up with the same single agency.
The networks effects could have a big impact. Compatibility problems may occur when different escrow agencies
joust for market dominance and create incompatible standards. This will have effects on transaction costs.
A careful design will be critical to minimize the possibility of misuse through viruses, trojans, and worms that can
interfere with the payment system, where in the worst case
scenario, they could be used to transfer money unbeknownst
to the owner of the compromised system. It should be noted
that, in a sense, the Attention Bond Mechanism still allows
an arms race. However, its use shifts the battle to the field
of cryptography, away from area of filter construction and
filter thwarting. So far, cryptography substantially stronger
solutions.

7.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

The main benefits of the Attention Bond Mechanism are
the ability to cause those who would misuse communications channels to reveal their intentions and the ability to
improve to social welfare. Those individuals intending to
send spam are unlikely to warrant that their messages are
not spam. As modeled, the screening mechanism offers a
strict Pareto improvement relative to no intervention and
a range of potential improvement relative to even an ideal
or perfect filter. By making markets instead of foreclosing
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Figure 5: How It Works
them, however, the ABM has several benefits beyond the
scope of the analytic model.

7.1

Availability of Contact Information

Spiders and web crawlers mine web pages for legitimate
email addresses in order to send them spam [20]. If communications from strangers are mostly wasteful, then recipients
may prefer to hide their contact information. Survey statistics bear this out. According to the Pew Internet survey
[7], 73% of the 2200 people polled stated they avoid giving out their email address, while 69% avoid posting their
email address on the web. In contrast to the alternatives,
a successful screen raises the expected value of communication from unrecognized senders, motivating email users to
publish their contact information. This reduces search costs
and facilitates valuable interaction among strangers.

7.2

Generality of Mechanism

The ABM is a general economic mechanism for allocating attention and should be applicable to many forms of
interrupt-capable communications media, such as email, telephone, instant messaging, and SMS (mobile phone) messaging. For instance, Fahlman [6] provides the primary example
as the use of a binding interrupt fee to block telemarketing
calls. A telco could implement the bond negotiation and collection mechanism right on its switches. The existing infrastructure could then be used to ‘bill’ the caller and transfer
the bond amount to the account of the subscriber. By brokering transactions, the telco’s switches effectively become
a marketplace.

7.3

Cheaper Channel Costs

The economics of the Attention Bond Mechanism compare
favorably with those of competing communications channels.
Direct marketing through traditional mail, for example, in-

curs costs of printing and postage. For a simple postcard,
total costs average 31-37¢8 . Assuming that a reasonable but
modest bond were always seized, the proposed mechanism
might nevertheless have these advantages: (i) total costs
could be lower (ii) recipients receive the benefit of an expected bond instead of dissipating its value through transaction costs in printing and postage (iii) there is reduced
environmental waste (iv) a recipient’s response, if it occurs,
is easier via email and the Internet than traditional mail,
and (v) senders learn whether a given message was opened,
providing useful information for future correspondence.

7.4

Reduced Arms Race

Even as filters improve, clever misspellings, unrelated subject lines, text hidden in images, and programs designed to
thwart challenge-response systems all show the escalating
resilience of spam technologies to spam filters. Rather than
relying on ex ante classification of message type, the proposed incentive mechanisms relies on ex post verification of
a message’s value. Since ex post value is harder to fake in
the eyes of a recipient, the problem of defeating a filter becomes less of a technological arms race. For filters, diversity
of communications content also increases problems of false
positives and false negatives. In contrast, the ABM scales
with little social efficiency loss to accommodate more diverse
distributions.

7.5

Political Speech

One little explored consequence of filtering technology is
its effect on speech. Successful filters have the potential
consequence of indiscriminantly eliminating the good along
with the bad and the tasteless. For example, in contrast
8
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to the 89% percent who consider unsolicited commercial
email to be spam, only 65% consider unsolicited email from
non-profits or charities to be spam [7]. Because filters provide unilateral veto without subsequent negotiation of favorable exchange, even legitimate and motivated political
movements or interest groups would find it difficult to bypass or negotiate filtering. Use of the ABM, however, allows
a motivated group to reach an audience. We grant that political speech represents one form of communication where
the no intervention case may be more attractive although
it may mean incessant spam. Relative to filters, however,
attention bonds offer less disruption in valuable communication.

7.6

Individual Tailoring

Although not modeled explicitly, it is easy to see that the
size of screen and the seize policy can be functions of other
variables. This allows the mechanism to adjust dynamically
to individual tolerance of interruptions, opportunity costs of
time, sizes of social networks, a desire to inconvenience the
fewest senders, etc. Such external factors must be learned
in the case of filters and are difficult to incorporate in the
case of certain taxes and other spam proposals.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

Our principal finding is that for a wide variety of plausible
conditions, signaling and screening mechanisms dominate
mechanisms whose chief purpose is to block or ban email
exchanges. In particular, welfare can improve both collectively and for those recipients that filters and legislation are
designed to protect.
The mechanism works by forcing unrecognized senders to
act on their private knowledge of their own distribution,
valuable or wasteful, as it applies to their intended communication. For communication of low value to recipients, the
mechanism enforces a wealth transfer from senders to recipients. Communication of high value to recipients is delivered
with little exposure to the sender. The net result is that
well-targeted communications behave analogously to direct
mail advertisements. An added benefit, however, is that
resources consumed in the physical mail channel as transaction costs – marginal costs of printing and posting bulk mail
– are instead captured as value to recipients. This is incentive compatible for recipients while bi-directionality allows
information and wealth transfers in either direction, helping to promote valuable transactions rather than veto them.
The mechanism also depends on ex post verification not ex
ante classification so it suffers less from deceitful, and costless, signals in subject lines. Finally, the mechanism allows
dynamically adjusted prices, accounting for recipients’ value
of time.
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